
STALKER VIOLENCE ASSESSMENT SCORE SHEET
How to score the answers:
No = 0
Yes = 5
Unknown = 5 (Always figure the worst case scenario!)

TYPE SCORE  IN THIS COLUMN

Type in Type in

RED FLAG QUESTIONS FOR PHYSCIAL VIOLENCE Yes/No/Unknown Score

Has the stalker assaulted the victim before?
Does the stalker possess or have access to weapons?
Is stalker classified as a delusional stalker** (See description below)
Is stalker homosexual?
Does stalker have law enforcement or military training?
Does the stalker have physical access to the victim or the victim's family?
Is the stalker stalking more than one person?
Does the stalker have a history of mental illness?
Does the stalker have a history of violence or bragging of committing violence?
Does the stalker have a history of drug or alcohol problems or abuse?
Does the stalker have a history of killing or maiming small animals?
TOTAL SCORE 0
 
Violence Predictor Score
Violence will occur - victim needs to take immediate action. 25-50
Violence will most likely occur - victim needs to take enhanced security precautions. 15-20
Violence can occur - victim should take security precautions. 0-10



SUPPORTING QUESTIONS FOR SEVERE HARRASSMENT
How to score the answers:
No = 0
Yes = 1
Unknown = 1 (Always figure the worst case scenario!)
TYPE SCORE  IN THIS COLUMN

Type in Type in
Yes/No/Unknown Score

Does stalker post warning threats relating to the future of victim, their family or their pets?
A disregard for the consequences of violating protection orders?
Was there grooming or testing involved with the victim?
Previous history of stalking?
Past instances of hostage taking?
Suicidal tendencies?
High degree of obsession, possessiveness, or jealousy?
Did stalker graduate high school?
Did stalker and victim have personal or intimate relationship?
Has stalker been convicted of a felony
Is stalker able to hold down a job?
Is stalker a male?
TOTAL SCORE 0

Violence Predictor Score TOTAL POINTS 0
Violence Most Likely if Questions 44-52 are all YES
OR If a combination of scores reaches the following levels:
Violence Most Likely 45-60
Violence Likely 35-45
Violence Could Happen 25-35



** DELUSIONAL STALKER
Delusional stalker definition
This person has a history of mental illness which may include schizophrenia or manic
depression. The schizophrenic stalker may have stopped taking his or her medication and now
lives in a fantasy world composed of part reality and part delusion in which they are unable to
differentiate. If they're not careful, targets of the delusional stalker are likely to be sucked in
to this fantasy world and start to have doubts about their own sanity, especially if the stalker
is intelligent, and intermittently and seamlessly lucid and "normal".


